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PS0CSEDIH68
MR, CHIEF JUSTICE BURGERS We will hear axqmmntm in 

For<5 Motor Company* of al, v, Bsrmis Milhollin* et 'el,
Mr. Burke* ere you ready.

GRAB ARGUMENT OF WILLIAM M. BURKE*

ON BEHALF OF PETITIONERS 

MR, BURKEs Mr, Chief Justice* and Kay it please

the Courts
C|®'45 issue in thsss eases is whether or ret ttc 

contractual right of acceleration in a consumer' credit 

contract mmt be disclosed, under the Truth Xa Lending Act* 

or Regulation 2* promulgated by the Federal Reserve Board,

The right, of acceleration is not cautioned anywhere
•if. .feh® specific disclosure requirement of th® Act or the 

regulation. In fact* acceleration isn't sentidned anywhere 

' i‘if -«tiny provision of the Act or the regultion,

Respondeat» have relied on two different section»

' of 'the regulation in an effort to gleam • a requirement on th®

• p*u.'t oi wu) «rtftitioMMtr® to the acceleration clause,

In the District Court the Respondents relied upon 
Section 226.8(b)(4) dealing with default charges and X will 

ts&mi to that section in more detail in & mesaent.

In the Court of Appealsr the Ninth Circuit* th®
i

Respondents focused heavily upon 22S0 8C&I (7) * which was not 
■ raised in fch® District Const* which deals with the credife©r5®



rebates policy upon, pre-payment of the pra-computed, coaamax-

credit contract»

The facts in th© case are simple and for the most
part are undisputed. The Milhollin’s and Mrs. Eaton entered

\
. into conditional sale contracts with the Petitioners for the 
purchase cf seter vehicles. Ehik.coi.t»i*efca ktmmuirniemxy 

assigned to Ford Motor Credit Company. The contracts had

provisions on both the front and the back side*, with the 
front 3id© serving m the Petitioner's disclosure statement 

'"/'required by the Truth in Lending Act and Regulation 3. The 

side clearly disclosed all default charges imposed by 

the Petitioners in Paragraph 12«
Paragraph 14 advised the Respondents that in the 

■ svj»it they prs-peid the coasi»r credit contract for any 

,:p»m at my "tlms* whether or -not there was a default in 

>: ’acceleration, the coastsasr would wi« at rebate in full of 

•■-•^1.1 gaeamed finance charges, This is consistent, by the way 

. >;with ...the Oregon rebate .statute which requires >mch a rebate
•and ways followed by the creditor's as " as the record

\ - 'indicates p at all tlsses relevant.
The contract oont^liwai? » default clause -rhich 

obtained the usual creditor remedies f including th© right 

of acceleration. This clause was set forth clearly.in 

paragraph 1® of the contract on th© rewrsa side e but was not 
separately rep-aatad on the front side ©£ the contract* fch©
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disclosure provision® of the Truth In Lending Act.
The District Court could find no provision of the

Act or th® regulation requiring disclosure of acceleration
clauses* Howeverf it held that the acceleration clause should 
be disclosed under the spirit of the Act* henceforth all 
creditors sre required to do so.

i
'QUESTION: Mhen you say ® disclosed,® just what do 

you embrace in that? Is it the maimer in which it 'is made 
known or is it th® ss&tfcar of making it known or not making 
At?

MR. BOSKS s' Wall, the provisions of the Truth Zm 
Lending Act require certain types of disclosures of contractual 
provisions in consumer credit .contracts? as an' .example th® 
pre»pay scant disclosurer essentially what th© Act and
regulation require is that th© creditor provide on the front

’. , ? . ‘ .. t _

Sid® ©ad tm one page a disclosure of his pre-payment rebate
•i

policy. So when wa talk about -the disclosures wa art* talking
v "

abonlt eartain specific enumerated provisions of the Act and
. /"the. regulation that must be put. together on one side ©ad on
’ T
'on® piece of paper of th© contract.
# ~ ' 'QUESTIONS 2s it th® regulation that requires that
|
-bn© side

ME, BURKEs Yas, 226 *6 (a) * Mr. Justice Stewart. 
QUESTION: aafe is not la the statute, is it?
MR. BURKE'S It is in Section 226.6(a) .

y
\
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Wow, th® Respondent® fell into default under the

contracts. After efforts by Ford 2fotor Credit to bring the 

coatraets current failed, the vehicles war® 'repossessed and 

these Truth In Lending actions followed by th® Respondents

against the Petitioners«

Th© Ninth Circuit in' its decision held that disclosures 

of acceleration clauses are never required under Section

226„ 8(b)(4), th® default charge provisions of Regulation Z0

And therefore was able to hold 'under 226^.8 (fo?4(7)

the creditor auist disclose whether it rebates finance

» v
charges upon acceleration, and. not pre~paysent,

own regulationo I saight point out here that Section 226„8(bJ (7) 

£sfc21ag with pre-jpaysssat, which is the basis of th© Ninth 

Circuit decision below, ha® no counterpart in th® &et0

s*ifr % •?*/ '■

interpreted by the Federal Reserve Board through it»- official 

staff interpretation«

W© submit that a careful -analysis of the appli^&b.V 

sections of 'th® regulation, an application of th® Federal 

Reserve Board*® official sfeaf^interpretation, and substantial
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policy considerations dictat® that the court’s decision below 

should be reversed»

The Federal Reserve Board has issued an official 

staff interpretation saying th© disclosure requirements 
incident to an acceleration clause, with respect to 
Ford, which i© printed in full in our opening brief, that
requires that the creditor disclose the amount or method of 

computing the amount of any default, delinquency, or similar 

charge© that are payable in th© event ©f late payment»

This language in the hcfe is very similar» The Federal Reserve 

board ha® include in it® official staff interpretation that 

"the right of acceleration is © creditor remedy, it is a 

coat fact right? it is not sm amount that dan b@ disclosed,

«.or is it payable' with late payment of contract installments»

Hhatlshe Board concluded in its OSX is that th©

of acceleration' need not ''fee' * th^t is whet
#■■■ '

■■is referred to in (b)(4) is a pacific pecuniary charges that
'are payable with'late payment©'.©* the type disclosed fully

by viia Petitioners in this case in paragraph Ik of their 

ebbtract»
I might’ note right here that this \i®su® has been 

considered by seven Circuit Courts and virtually ©very Circuit 

Court ha® unanimously agreed'with th© Board csss this issue, 

that the right:©* acceleration need not be' disclosed under 

Section (b)(4).. Thera is no cpnflict ©m that point»
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‘fhe Board has also concluded in *>« o«? *±_~t ?- 

long as th® creditor rabates under its finance; charges r upon 

pre-pay s«mt after acceleration in the ssaee manner that it 

rebetas upon voluntary pra-’peymaKt,. no default charges

are required,.
. ..

lad it is clear from the record in this case that

practice is followed in .these cases#
^ • i

QUES'fXGHs tn th® seaa maimer * or in no less

burdensoai© maimer

®sa* BUSKS £ Ho less burdensome manner? you are

right, Mr# Justice Stewart,

m submit therefore that -the Petitioners * forms in

these cases comply with the provisions of the Act and the 

regulation as interpreted by the Federal Reserve Board in its 

official staff interpretation,

Shis p incidentallyc is the position that, feha 

United States has tak@n in its brief filed by tha invitation 

of the Court,
V "'■ 7

X would Ilka to point out ©n (b) (?) that the official 

--staff interpretation with respect to (b)(7) is that a creditor 

Bs@d only disclose it® rabat® practice in general? it need not 

''disclose what it® rebate practice, is. And by Specifically 

spelling out. accelerationr as long as it makes a general rebate 

disclosure of its rebate agreement with respect to pr@- 

peasant* that is sufficient.
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QUESTION; Sua ©f tho digits, ©r soaa-s of «■*>

MR*. BURKE; Rule 78, the sum of the digits are inter*»

changeable,,

QUESTION; S-\x~m of the digits„

MRov BURKE s Yes „ s-u-m0 

QUESTION; Not S-O-JO-e„

KSo BURKE* If© subaiit that the Board8s official;
ataff interpretation should b© £©llow@&P ThQ decisions of 
this Court haw consistently held that ah agency interpretation

of its own regulation^ which is what is involved here9 should
j.'be., daferrad to as.-long as it is not plainly erroneousor as

•yiOng as' there are no coapelling indications there^ ' The
li>■. ' :
•f agency* ft interpretation of its;"own regulation did not give 

ths only possible construction of the legislation, nor what 

;!aven\a court Eight consider to -be- the principal construction,
K
■ 'as ibhg as it is not plainly erroneous 0

we also suoait that acceptance &t the 0SI
'•’P ‘

case will further.substantial policy considerations and will
. .. ,p. - ‘ . r

promote and facilitate the single East important purpose ©£ 

the Truth In Lending Act, and that is to facilitate ©caparison 

shopping by consumers.,

Hgw will' it do this? It will do it because it will
• i

facilitate- cosperison shopping for credit because disclosure®

' can. at last b© uniform, If rasponsifoility bars is placed 

with a central agency, hers ths Federal Reserve Board, rather
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than ffiisong scattered m&mq appellat® trial courts? across 

the land, it will also facilitate comparison shopping to 

credit because disclosures can be road® sirop.1® and shorter 

and uniform and. more understandable to the- consumers»

Once creditors realise that thsy can place a high 

degree of reliance upon the board and staff interpretations 

©f their own regulations* they will no longer, feel compelled 

to provide the lengthy and complex disclosure forms that are

new provided in ©n effort to anticipate end fend off
£■.

litigation of this type.

Respondents in their, brief have urged this Court
: . •''f '/ • V-"' •

-■ •>&© rjsread' th® staff interpretation and to equate acosXerrtio»
<**#*■ ■ :

''':uith|..pre~payaBB'nt»'' ■ wfcat this iutp^ndjaent implied* .•■ 'they..tdaisa 

. 'that .-.under Cb) .■■(;?)■ tbs creditor must disclose whether it 

••^rebate® finance' charges upon acceleration*,

The first probl©®? In this, argusaeat id that
; ;■ "i . . . • ' . jjj V '' ' . ' . ' / '

; acceleration and pre-paymat -are distinct concepts^ they are
> v'.;. . ' •-*:>' ...••■• ■•. ; ” '

'.notthe saraa, They ©re logically and legally antithetical

raises -• .de-STssi ;£cr ~z~r?r,to.' It is: aotTia *4'j
v--; . ■■■•■.; ■ ■ ■ ]■. . > l

'••'•rai'3.s5: of the word a 'pre«pa^!»entr;'"as' claimed by ,the ■■
4 V .; ’«I

:Sj‘3|^sa^»at© o Respondents hayev-not cited shy provision of 

th© Act or the regulation or aiijf; other authority c for that 

matter, to support 'their argument 'that acceleration pr©- 

payment, are identical, '

QUEST’XORj Wall* when a desaand is complied with.
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it is a pre-paymamt.

HR. BURKEs If there is a pre-payment following 

acceleration, that the Board has said is essentially a pre

payment. That is correct.

QUESTION; It is a grievance, compulsory perhaps.

MR. BURKE 3 h payment following accleration is a 

pre-payment —
QUESTION; In response to a demand.

MR. BURKEs That is right.

QUESTION; Voluntary.

MR. BURKEs Mr. .TiJStl©? Staw

a right of acceleration may lead to a pre-payment but itself 

is not a pre-payment.

QUESTION; The Respondents have failed to demonstrate 

or really attempt to demonstrate in their briefs that fch® 

board's official staff interpretation is plainly erroneous*

Petitioners submit that the OSX is & reasonable 

construction of the Federal Reserve Board of its own 

regulation and should h® followed.

In response to the alternative disclosure rule 

that 'the 5espa&2fcs£a h&¥4i asked tbia court to «accepta * cant 

put it any better than this Court did in the Mourning case, 

a case also dealing with Regulation E, and 1 quotes

“That some other remedial provision might be 

preferable is irrlevant. W® have consistently held that
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where reasonable Kinds may differ as to which of several 
remedial measures should be chosen, coarta should defer to 
the informed experience and judgment ©f the agency to whom

■ V • • • . ,*<v .

Congress delegated appropriate authority0®
The Solicitor General will now present the vi®w of

the united dtatee for wm minete» , and 'i would like to reserve 
five minutes for rebuttal, .

Thank you»

CHIEF JUSTICE BURGERS Mr, Smith,

OEM. ARGUMEMT OF STUART A, SMITH , !SQ*,
AS AMICUS CURIAE, SUPPORTING*"

\ PETITIONES
t
> MR, SMITH: Mr„ Chief Justice, and may it pleas® 

the Courts
T . ' • . ...........

1 don't want to repeat what Mr, Burk® has said,
' I think that he has made out a' compelling case on the statute 
under Regulation S for the correctness of the Board's official

* V*staff /interpretation FC~0£?5'4 whi«£i is set forth at pages 52
■••• • < ...

through 56 of the Appendix to the petition,
/

If, as we submit, the Board concludes that this
\ official staff interpretation cf the Board has correctly

construed the Act and Regulation 2 \#ith respect to th.® 
disclosure of acceleration clauses and the rebate policy ©n

j , .

payment of unearned finance charges upon payment after
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acceleration, X think it is clear that the judgnent below 
has to be reversed»

What X would like to describe briefly for the Court, 
it is set forth in greater detail in Petitioners® reply 
brief in the Appendix to his reply brief, is the procase 
pursuant to which official staff interpretations are issued,

The Court in the Mourning case has indicated that 
where reasonable Binds smy differ as to which of several 

• remedial saethods should b© chosen*.the Court should defer 
to the informed judgment of the agency, And her® the agency 
that Congress has vested authority to promulgate rules and 
regulations is the Federal Reserve Board, The part of the 
Federal Reserve Board that deals with the Truth In Lending 
Act .is the Office of Consumar Affair» of the Federal 
Reserve Board, And these offitsial staff interpretations 
are the product of a specialised group of people within th® 
staff of tha Board which are expert in the area of consumer 
credit.

»We think that is why they ought to be entitled to
i

great deference* .

To begin with, let me say at the outset before X
begin t© ds@cr.ib© the process, that Congress itself has

>

recognised that official staff interpretations of th® Board
• are such that they ought tc be given deference.
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In 1074 Congress asaaacted Jrwtb Ik tending Act

to provide for civil and criminal iaaaunity if a person acts
• t

in good faith, relies upon the Board®s interpretation» But 

two years .later Congress determined that good faith reliance 

on the Board* a interpretation wee insufficient and they 

extended the immunity to good faith conformity with say 

interpretation or approval by a doxy authorised official or 

employee of the. Federal Reserve'System»'

In our view# this 1976 amendment demonstrates a 

congressional vote of confidence in the quality and reliability 

of tilts* official staff interpretations» Ant the process
i

which is set forth in the appendix to the Petitioner's reply

brief we think confirms the correctness of this congressional 

vote-of confidence»

Official staff interpretations are issued in 

response to inquiries by private parties e either debtors
» f

or creditors» to the Federal Reserve Board» And when the 

inquiry comes in the matter is assigned to a staff attorney

f’° prepare a draft. And fch© reason 2 am going into this in 

great detail is because the other side has characterised 

these official staff interpretations as the work of a lone 

attorney or a lone Board employee,, And really nothing could 

ba further from the truth, because the draft is prepared by 

a lone person but then the process involves a very deep and
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detailed consultation with other staff attorneys , section 

chiefs and officials ©f the Consumer Affairs Office of the 

Federal Reserve System* After the matter is then discussed 

t*ith various officials who have ..'desoBStEated fasiliurity

with the particular problem and the official staff

interpretation is only issued after further review by a
. V f •

Section chief and approval by two officials of the'Consumer 

Affairs Office,,of the Federal Reserve Board*

New, this is not the end of the matter, because 

then the official staff interpretatio is sent to the 

Federal Register for publication* And in. 19*77, when this 

official staff interpretation — the one at issue her® — 

was promulgated, the Board then had a practice of issuing 

some OSI’s with iaEsadiately effectiva dates and some with 

delayed effective datos.

But the implication was th© stea and that is the, If" ' ' *
public was entitled t© make comments, By “the public,® I

'^•«s

•mean not only the eosis&unity of cons users but the banking

'.community and the’ people who lend in the conauaar credit: 

area,’
i . • . *

This particular OS I was issued with an immediate 

effective date but there was a provision, as X said, for 

reconsideration upon request. There was n© request for

reconsideration ©f this OSI,
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Mew* «XI OSX1 s were then and mm reviewed quarterly 

by a Consumer affairs Cosaadtfcse which i© a committee of members 

of the Federal R@s®rv@ Board itself who hav© been assigned 

oversight responsibility over the work ©f the Office of 
Consumer Affairs —« X think it is called Community Consumer 

Affairs new — of the Federal Reserve Board,

How* as of April 19* 1978 the Board amended its 
procedure to provide for a delayed effective date ©f 30 days 
with respect to all official staff' interpretations and &

■ period of public coawent» And the period of public comment 
is us@fv.l to provide the Board with input from people who 
are affected by thes© technical interpretations«.

Between August 1976 and April 1978P 147 0S0*s were 
issued under Regulation 2, Six were reconsidered pursuant to 
request and none were ©hanged*

Under the new procedure where everything gets a 
delayed effective date* 20 official staff interpretations have 
been issued* nine have been considered? and again* non® have 
beer» changed,

Hi® point that wa think is important here for the 
Court is that this entire process is marked by very careful 
consideration and it is the product of the' special expertise 
of a group of highly trained people who have demonstrated 
deep familiarity with the cons wiser credit field. And it is
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important that these official staff interpretations revive
f

deference, because as corns® 1 for the Petitioner has properly 

pointed out, these technical questions require authoritative 

answers by a central authority., And indeed the disarray
i ' ,

in 'this eas® is indicetiv® of the problems that arise 0 We 

now hav© five or sir; differant circuit® who have expressed

thessselves on the question of pre-payraent under the finance
0

disclosure charge policy and eech have indicated slightly 

differant ways that they would go about providing for this 

disclosure*

QUESTION I At this point, with all tills disarray, 

the Board hasn,!t really don® very ranch by way ©f rule-making 

to straighten out the disarray, have they?

MRo SMITH; Well, the Board has spoken in OSI 

PC-0054 which it believes is the —

QUESTION; But nothing by for.miL rule-ranking<>

MR* SMITH; Nothing by formal rule-making although, 

Mr* Justice Blackamn, X would think that once the litigation 

commenced on this issue the Board might have — it might have 

been inappropriate for the Board then —

QUESTION: The less the agency is going to d©„

MR* SMITH: Well, yes* But I think that if -this 

Court holds as we submit it should that official staff 

interpretations are entitled to deference, X think a lot of 

this technical kind ©f litigation over very small questions



tradar the Act* small disclosure questions will ©sas® because 
I think the statistics in the briefs have Indicated that the 
volume of Truth In Lending litigation hm mushroomed 
enormously as people-h&v© challenged the propriety ©£ © variety 
©£ questions of disclosure under the Act»

QUESTIONS The courts rather typically and frequasstiy 
have simply disregarded the QSI*a. haven’t they»

MR»SMITHx Yes * although —* no, nb, I think not»
X think not* My understanding is they generally have followed 
them and this case X think is an unusual instance where there 
has been a wide variety ©f judicial rule-making in this area» 
But X think* as our brief points out* generally they havs 
been give the deference that w® think they deserve»

'Snd what X want to say. in closing is simply that this 
judicial disarray has in ©ur view hampered enforcement by the 
'various agencies that are given the enforcement power© under 
the Act» Because while privatb. "debtors or consumers can 
bring actions under the Act# a variety of agencies, such as 
the Federal Trad® CoEusission* the. Comptroller bf the Currency
—» they are all sbfc forth in 15 U„S„C„ 1507 ««* have been

\ . ; '
• "' • i. ; _ igiven responsibility by Congress according to the kind of

i.

creditor to enforce’; the Act»
Nowf these, agencies necessarily have tb look t»

and rely upon the official staff interpretations ©£ the Board,(
And if they can’t do that* then X think -that the uniformity
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Congress sought to impose in this area will be severely 
hasp®redo

MRo CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; Thank you, Mr* Smith»
Mr» Slottee»
ORAL ARGUMENT OF RICHARD A. SLOTTE E f ESQ. ,

Oil BEHALF OF RESPONDENTS

MS» SLOTTEEs Mr» Chief Justice, ®d may it please
the Courts

2 respondent the Respondents In 'this case, Dennis 
and Michelle Milhollin and Miss Donna Eaton whs war© the 
consumers —

QUESTION% May I ask you a relevant question afc 
this points Xs your client’s name misspelled all the way 
through on court records?

r'

MR» SLDTTEE: The Milhollin's spell it with too 
L*s and we h&v© spelled it with one L throughout the litigation, 
fro® til® District Court? to the Ninth Circuit, up to and 
including @11 the briefs»

QUESTION'S They haven51 discharged you yets 
MR» SLOTTEE; They haven’t discharged me yet#
QUESTION: It isn’t M-u-1.
MR» SLOTTEEs It is M'-i-Xc It is Mi:ihoXltn9 
QUESTION; So it is all right with you to stay with 

the misspelling»
MR» SLOTTEE: That is correct®
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*■«* and Miss Donna Eaton these ware two separat® trassactions 
who purchased their automobiles from Ford Motor Credit 

Company*
I would like to add Just one additional fact that 

was not brought,out fey the Petitioner and that is the 
Milhollin*s were two payments late on their contracts; whan 
without prior notice Ford Motor Credit rep©sae®s®d their 
automobile,, On the same day as the repossession, the 
Hilhollin* a offered to pay Ford Motor the ©asset assounfc of 
the delinquent payments „ In fact Ford Motor denied this 
and indicated that they accelerated the unpaid balance and 
they demanded the entire unpaid balano® of th® contract*

There are thr®@ points which I would like fe© make 
to the Court this afternoon*.

First, ©II the parties concerned* the Federal 
Reserve Board staff* the Solicitor General* the consumers 
.and Ford Motor Credit agree that in a contract like the on© 
signed by the consumers in this case* the effect an the 
finance charge of the process of acceleration is important 
information to fe® disclosed to the eonsuteefs- under th® 
provisions of th© Truth In Lending Act and Regulation &„

Second* the consumers could prevail in this ease 
under either th© views expressed by th© Federal Reserve 
Board staff or th© rational© of the court below» We think 
that the lower court * s ©pinion Is the batter rule sine©*
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unlike the views ©£ th® Federal Reserve Board staff? it 

consistently gu®,sr®nt@©s the disclosure of meaningful 

information to the consusaer in all credit transactions.

Had third? the Federal Reserve Board itself has not 

mad© known its position on this matter.

QUESTION; Mr. Slottee, I don0t mean to get 

anecdotal about this but supposing you have the most 
consumer-oriented court or Board in the world and it is 

trying to figura'out %fhat has to bs disclosed and what hasn’ t- 

I a an rotaesaber a committe® I served on drafting a Truth in 

Land Sales Act and we war© following a model of a State 

which had a fchrse-pag® list of requirements that had to be 

disclosed. One of them? a particular disclosure was that 

.during periods of high water all or parts of this lot may b© 

under water. It didn’t prevent the lot from selling at all. 

Whereas? had it been, limited to just a few very important 

things it might have prevented the lot from selling.

I would think that frosa a consumer's point of view 

you 'would want a limited? but important, category of 

information disclosed; and not just every conceivable thing 

you can think of.

MR. SUQTTB&s I certainly' agree with Your Honor 
and. In fact, it has been raised by some.people that 

what - in fact the Truth In Landing Act is doing is making 

disclosure statements more confusing rather them simpler.
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tod X hams s«ver«l answers to that remark»

The first is — and if you «rill look at the Joint 
Appsntfix page® -0 and 10 — the majority of: the provisions on 

a contract are not those required by the Truth In Lending 

Act and Regulation 2>« Rather., there are teres that «re 

inserted fey the creditors themselves, and is those extra 
tenss that sr@ the terns that af© earning the contracts to 

become longer and more confusing.

QOlSTSOMs But isn't it from fear of litigatigo 

like this that they insert thee?

MR, SLOTTES* Hof Your Honor. Th@ disclosures that 

are on feh® face of the contrast or on a separate document — 
they don't necessarily have to .-be cm the contracto— &sr© 

fairly limited in their scope» In this case the Petitioners 

could have remedied th© violation by simply adding two words 

to theiir disclosure which would.have, given the meaningful 

information to the consumer that they needed prior to entering 
the contract to be able to judge the effect on the, credit and 

the cost of credit? should default to the contract be 
accelerated»

The Solicitor General has stated several tines in 

his brief that the Federal Reserve Board has in fact issued
i

an official interpretation on this* tod to this extent the 

Solicitor General is mistaken» The only interpretat.ion that 

has bees, issued is ah official staff interpretati.©» and there
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have been three unofficial staff opinione that have boon 

issued* But there has been no award interpretationi And 

this is in fact the reason that the confusion among the 

circuits and the various disarray in th© circuits has b&®n 
created,, is the Federal Reserve Board, granted as the agency 

authorised by Congress to implement the Truth In Lending 

Act*, hae failed to issue an interpretation which will solve 

the confusion which will answer the questions which will 

tell consumers and creditors alike what disclosures have to 

be made6

In that situation,, it Is natural that, the courts 

haw stepped in, taken ©var for th® Federal Reserve Board 

itself> and tried to resse&y the situation? end they have coma 

up with six or seven different theories»

QUESTION? Why don’t they follow th® QSX?

HR» SLQTTSEs Thor® lias been on® OSI official staff 

interpretation that was issued» And that was F2-540

QUESTIONs Haw the Courts of Appeal followed

that?

MR* SLOTTEKs W@ hav© had basically three differ

ent positions:

You haw got the Ninth Circuit position,, which didnrt

follow it»

Yoii had several other circuits which followed it 

completely and several others which said disclosures never
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haws to be made ©foottt acceleration.
1 will explain th® problem to you with the GS2«

The Minth Circuit and th® Pedsr&l Reserve Board official 
interpretations basically agree that the process ©f 
acceleration can affect th® cost of credit and that an early 
termination of th® contract will affect the amount of th© 
finance charge that is going to h© rebated and that is 
information t© be disclosed to the consumer. That is 'the 
basis @£ th© official staff interpretation and that i© th© 
basis of th© Minth Circuit opinion*,

Where the two part company is on the situations 
'sehaa that disclosure has to b© made to th® consumer,, The 
Fedor©1 Reserve Board staff is concerned with th® affect 
on the consumer of acceleration, whereas the Minth Circuit, 
is concerned with th© information that will be given to th® 
consumer about acceleration and its affect on the finance 
charge. Mid X think a good example is represented by 54.
One of th® purposes of the Truth In Lending Act —* and it 
was indicated by the Petitioner -*» is to promote comparative 
credit shopping by consusaarso Now* if yen take official 
staff interpretation 54 and apply it to a common situation 
with two creditors o Th© consumer is going out and trying to 
shop for credit, to decide which is going to be th® best 
credit deal for that consumer. If these two creditors rebate 
upon acceleration or payment after acceleration by exactly
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the same sssthoid9 but they differ as to prepayment sine®

that one creditor zebates by the sane method in both

situations and the other creditor differs f the first creditor

will only have to disclose the prepayment methods The

second creditor will haw© t© disclose both th@ prepayment

method and the method for acceleration» The consumer will

loot at those contract® end* despite the fact that both

creditors rebate upon acceleration by the same method* will »•
see only one rebate disclosure for acceleration* Th© 

consumer would reasonably believe that the first creditor 

has a better deal for him* or her* because there is no 

indication about any finance charge rebate ®r lack thereof 

on acceleration„ and th©r© is no way the consumer could 

reasonably «easingfully corapar&tiue shop in that situation?,

QUESTIONS Wall, he could by reading paragraph 19*

I suppose»

MR» SLOTTBK: On the refers® of the contract* and 

that is one of the things that Regulation Z s^ya* that i® 

that if you are going to haw meaningful disclosure* the 

disclosure has to b@ on the face of the contract. And there 

Is a vary practical reason for that.

Pardon?

QUESTION;' If there is room* Where do you draw the 

lin'd with all these details?

MR* SLOTTES; It is very easy to have* for instance*
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a separate disclosure statement separate fare® the contracto
/ '; .; :

In that e®a©

QUESTION: Have a bigger front p&g®»
( . \ %

MR* SLOTTED 2 . Pardon?

QUESTION: Have a larger and longer front page»

MR* SLQTYERs You can haw© a larger and longer front 

page. Or in this situation 'this is Z^o^d Motor’s- ©ontract 

. -r siaply as® additional two words would have provided that 

eastauffier with the information that they needed,

QUESTION: Two words —* you mentioned that before, 

Wlfesr© would you put the two worda in?

MR» SLQTTBE 5 I would put the two fjords , Your Honor -
. >

la paragraph 14 g it says buyer oay pre~p&y:-his obligations f
~ / t

etc, f upon pze-paysasnfc or acceleration buyer will receive a 

rebate ©f the sxae&rned portion ©£ the finance charge, ®0r 

accelerati,on" would be the adequate disclosure,

QUESTION 5 Do you really think the automobile 

purchasers would fee motivated to go ahead and cospare contracts 

oh .the basis of those few© words being added? D© you really 

think s©?

MR» SUOTYEEs I think in fact they will. Your 

Honor, and —

QUESTION s Have you ever known & purchaser of an 

autosaohile to read @11 the fine print in one of these 

contracts? Maybe a fleet purchaserf but I don't knew about
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a little, ordinary

MR* BLOTTER * Reading the fin© print, on a contract 

i& exactly the problem» Moat purchasers do not read the fine 

print on a contract, which was the entire rationale for the 

Truth in bending Act* put it on -the front*

Aa Mr* Chief Justice **»

QUESTIONS Well, ife is Just as fine on the 'front» 

Yon don*t call that big print that you just showed us*

MR» SLOTTEEs Well this is slightly ^educed down 
-^^..f0-2f“i:h© purpose "bit" the appendis»

QUESTION: It still looks like a lot of fin® print

to SMB •

MR* SLOYTEE: Compared to the beck of the' contract 

it is -rsry large»

QUESTIONi Well, if it is bigger print, it is a 

longer page too»

QUESTIONS I think the sirs of the print is the 

same# there is a little mora space between the lines»

MR» SLOTTEEs I don’t think the sixe of the print 

is the issue»

The issue is to put the .required disclosures, -that 

credit information which is important for the consumer in one 

location at a certain time before ‘the contract .is entered so 

-chat it can b© easily read and understood* You obviously 

can’t, legislate why h© is credit shopping but what you can
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legislate Is th® information to giva the? *$pnsumer the ability 
to make th© wis® credit shopping. Now, when you bury, an 
acceleration clause and its effect on th© finance charge on 
the severs® of the contract* you are taking away that ability 
for th© majority of the consumers.

QUESTION* Counsel, you just said something about 
it being easily understood. I read you paragraph 14, which 
is -.the one you jure centering on.

"Sorrower may pro-pay his obligations under tills 
contract in full at any time prior t© maturity of the final 
instalment hereunder. And if he does sof 'shall, receive a 

„ " of ‘ the unearned portion of the finance charge computed
under th® sum ©£ th® digits isethod, after f irst deducting 
an acquisition fa® of $15»59

Do you think that is readily understood by th® 
average — ’

MR. SLDTTEB: I think it is understood except for 
"the sum of th© digits method,9’ which if'you read in most

; -0 - •• i

State statutes- is really confusing. In fact that issue has 
been litigated in several circuits and th® rationale behind 
upholding that disclosure is that th© alternative to saying 
rule of 78, the si® ©£ the digit method, is a disclosure which 
is just as complicated and much, much more lengthy. Putting 
out th© mathematical formula or explanation of the rule of 78 
is not going to provide meaningful information to anybody,
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ilawyers { judg'sss, mathematicians' r accountants,

The alternative in this ©as® is simply a two ©r 

three word disclosure ©a a contract* but certainly no ■ h ■ 
adverse conssqoencss»

QUESTIONS-i ■ tfhat ordinary buyer would know what the word 

^ acceleration*’ means, except in -connection with a darr you 

put your foot cm the foot feed,

QUESTION: That is one'of the principal advertising

" factors, of cars that will accelerate fro»' ear© to '40 ad lea
' /•■

.4' '

' Jsik hour in 18-1/2 feet,

QUBSTZOH: It might be a person might eventually 

"learn what 8acceleration” is oh a note? but it isn't an article 

of nature f is it?

MS. SLQTTSE s I agree but putting "acceleration* or 

some term other than, acceleration* it explains the 

Consequences of default® It certainly has. to be betters it 

has to give more information to the consumer than simply 

having pre-pay and -assuming/that the consumer is going to 

'■m^deratand that the tersi "pre-pay** also encompasses the 

iCOhoept of acceleration after .default» More consumers are 

: going, to think that- “pre-pay® means © voluntary payment prior 

to the maturity of the' contract so. indeede the contract 

indicates pre-payment has to be made before- maturity of the 

final instalment. And you have acceleration or payment 

after acceleration or payment of the entire unpaid balance
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in conjunction with am explanation to rebate* that is 
information that a consumer is going to haws a better chance
of understanding*

QUESTIONi 2 hat® to be slow on this but . 
frankly 1 am*. You haws said to us two or three biases* you 
only haw® to add two ox three words* And you said you add 
them seaswher® in paragraph 14» I eanffc figure out where you 
add them, 1 think you really have to rewrite the whole para
graph and isak® it mush longer*

MR* SL0TTSEi Wall* in fact you may haw© to change 
th® words around in the paragraph*

QUESTIONs So it isn’t just © matter of adding two 
words* then*

MR» SLOTTEEi Nell* in a number of contracts it 
would be a matter of simply adding —

QUESTIONt Well* in this contract* You know we haw®! 
to start somewhere* It would haw© to he rewritten with an 
additional contingency described* namely acceleration* You 
can*t just threw the words aor accelerate*’ in the thing as 
it ia written how — at least I can*t? and 2 don’t think you 
can»

MR* S'LOTTEE: I could change the words around in 
the paragraph very slightly to make it — put “or acceleration” 
©repayment after acceleration,”

QUESTIONS Well* you can just add a sentence saying
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the same t®rsas shall be applicable to repayment after a demand

after an acceleration demand.#

MR* SL0T3BE: Es&etXy* Your Honor#

The mmsond problem with staff interpretation 54 is 

it, doesn®t answer the question of what to d© when the contract 

■has a ps»*pspisit disclosure on the front and an acceleration 

clause on the back -that says that the creditor has the right 

to accelerate the unpaid balance but doe© not disclose the 

method by whidSi that rebate for the finance charge will 

remain, tod what the staff has said in this situation is 

you look t© undisclosed non-binding creditor policy fc©
' V .

determine what in fact the creditor will do. You basically 

say what is the policy of th® creditors if the policy of the 

creditor* regardless of the contract term* is to rebate the 

sam?, as for pre-payment* then no disclosure has to be made.

If the policy of th© creditor is to rebate for other than 

pre-payment* then they have''‘to make a separate disclosure, 

tod there are numerous problems' of this.

The first is* How is the consumer* the person 

whom the Act is intended to protect* going to be able to
0

determine what th® undisclosed policy of the creditor is.
<

Second* that policy is not binding. If is a non-
*$

written* undisclosed policy,, it is' not binding on the creditor 

and it is not binding on the creditor's assigns©., tod that 

in fact frustrates the enforcement mechanism jot th® Act.
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It we® indicated by the Solicitor General private consumers 
are is fact. ® primary anfo^casent mechanism of the let.
Sine® acceleration ©r rebate of tb® fiaasos ©harg© is not 
going to occur until there is a default? and that i® when 
the policy of the creditor will in fact become known r that 
default nay incur after a year? end 'the Act has a ©ne-ya&r 
statute of limitations* And if it occur® after the y®arf 

" tha consular is simply not going to have any remedy* She 
creditorf who h©.s a non-binding policy? in fact'is going to

\

b© able feo ehsng® that policy however they want,
”Si@ record in this eas® indicates that Ford Motor 

changed their policy twice? in th® Milhollin ease and in the 
Baton case* But the contract disclosures state exactly th©
same*'

In th® first case? the affidavit indicated that 
upon th© ©st of acceleration they rebated according fc© pr@- 
payment*

QUESTION : Doss the record show how long th® Ford 
Motor Company has been using this for®?

MR, SLQTTEEs I dealt think it does? Your Honor? 
unless you look at th© bottom of the contract which will 
say --

QUESTIONS Giv® a data?
MR* SLOTTESs —- a certain addition? ©ad I think it

is 1973
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QUESTION e toy ids© of haw many contracts ar© out-
steading?

HR, SLOTTEE 2 How many «sontracts are ©ustsndingf 
I assess that they ms®bar in probably the millions,

QUBSTXGHs Is it a contract that is fairly general 
in the industry or i® this unique to Ford Motor?

HR* SLOT-TEE a In the early 19?G*s acceleration 
clausas were normally on fee back of th© contract rather than 
on the front? and that is in fact what fostered most of th© 
litigation that has worked its way up to the circuits.
It is not in the record now9but w® deal with a lot ©£ feose 
contracts and I think fee normal rule now is to have the 
acceleration clans© on th® front ©f the contract rather than 
on th® back. Creditors simply have not found that too much 
of a burden to change,

tod you raise ah interesting pointf because one of 
fee suggestions that has been mad© is that if this Court 
affirms th® ruling in th® ninth circuit or requires th© 
disclosure of acceleration and its affect on fee finance 
charge* it is instantly going to throw millions and million® 
of consumer contracts in dofault and it is going to cost th® 
credit industry untold millions of dollars, tod it 1® simply 
not the case,

There are two protections for th® creditors in fee 
hcts One protection is a one-year* very short statute of
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limitations» You filo your suit within on© year from the 
*

date the eontract is signed or you are out of luck* For 

all those creditors that haw violated Milhollin or St* 

(fogaaincp the year hm run and they have no —

QUESTIONt There are still millions within the

HR, SLOTTEEs Thar© &r® still millions within the 

year fetafe —
QUESTIONS t?ellP that im ©11 you need; then*

I meen that would satisfy the complaint; because there would 

b® millions»

MR * SLOTTEEs But there is a second protection to

cover those millions» And that is -the Act provides m.

absolute ps;'otecti©n to the creditor who in good faith relies

on any official staff interpretation issued by the Federal

Reserve Board; despite' the fact that that official staff

interpretation is later revoked or rescinded by a court»

So if. this Court affirms the Ninth Circuit; rejects

.feha rationale of the official staff interpretation; fcfeoa®
*£' creditors who in good faith -■» \

>}

QUESTION; Was there a conflicting cases in this? 

there© fe'as, wasn't there?
MR* SLOTTEEs I am sorry/Your Honor»

QUESTION; Wasn't there a conflicting decision with 

the Ninth Circuit? Hasn't there been a Court of "Appeals who
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decided this case another way?
MR* Sioraii Sh@r@ ars several Courts of Appeals 

wh© have interpreted the official staff interpretation differ
ent than the Ninth Circuits

QUESTIONt Ms II. what about in those circuits?
Ml® St,OTSEB$ The rule would state the sesse »
QUBSTIONs Why would it? The court has struck it 

down in those sir ©lifts®
Ml® SLQTTEEs Wall» they haven't struck down the 

•sesfeioss ©f the Act®
QUESTION s Hew could you rely on those circuits up©a 

any staff interpretation that ha® b@mz invalided by a court?
MR® SLGTi^Es Seeaus® the statute specifically says 

that: a creditor who 'in good faith relies on an official staff 
interpretation —

QUESTIONs How can you be in good faith if the Court 
ha® told you that a staff interpretation is not worth a 
aidfcel?

MR, SLOTTEE 5 For those creditors who relied on fth© 
staff interpretation after the Circuit Court opinion came down* 
1 think I agree with you®

QUESTIONs I know* hut that has been quite a while®

MR, SLGTTBE i 2 am sorry®
QUESTIONc Wall* there has been a long tilt» go by 

sines those cases have decided that the staff interpretation
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sine© than w©uldn:£ife bs able to rely»

MR® SLOTUSE* The official staff interpretation in 

this case was in 197?»

QUESTIONs Well ~~

MR* SLOTTBB: Now* any person —*

QUESTIONS Well* hm ssany millions have bought 

auteaobiles since then* or ©v©& Fords?

MR» SLOTTEE: toy creditor who relied ©a that staff 

interpretation would ha protected regardless of a subsequent 

Circuit Court ©pinion,

QUESTION: 1 didn't say subsequent» How about rely

ing on it after those casesj how about the ones who relied on 

it sine® those courts have struck it &&mi?

MR, SLOTTEEs tod before the official staff inter

pretation.

QUESTION; No,

QUESTION; low does the average purchase of an 

automobile even go -bach to a staff interpretation?

MR* SM3TWE i It don't» They get their disclosures 

from the fas® ©f the contract,

QUESTION; But does your point hairs any significance 

that this is an cut for the companies who have these contracts 

outstanding?

MR, SLOTTEEs Wall* I' a® not sure what —■
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QUESTION: All right., forget it,
QUESTIONS My question may b® ©ff. the mark, If 

what you tell us is true, why didn't that provision protest 
the creditor in this case, who is relying oh a staff inter»* 
protation^ not prior to the — ,/

MU* SU)fSEBi Th© Milhollln eontract was signed 
before the Act -mm asssadsd to allow for that type of credit 

b® nade*
QUESTION: 1 see,

MR» SWfSEj So there is no interpretation to rely 
upon, Your Honor,

QUESTION: I see.

QUESTIONj Let's try again. Suppose you had a 
client ©nd you want to prove reliance , what" would you have 
,fco shpw'f that he had read th® Federal Register?;':.J y Jp , v; v

MR, SLOTTEE i As a creditor —— I had a client who 
■%*s a eraditor? '

■I' QUESTION: Yes0

MR, SLQTTEE: if 1 could put sayself in that situation
QUESTION* It would be difficult, would it»

<•

MR, SLOTTEEs Probably,
{' ■ "V; v • • ;

—* 1 would shew that i'fact I had a department of
r y ' • •. ; 1say company that reviewed Truth in Lending official staff 

interpretations and compared them with the contracts, And 
in a suit 2 would simply put on mn affidavit ©r th© testimony
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that says I in fact read this sad I relied upon that when 1 

drafted my contract. . Sfhether that is going to be sufficient 

or not, I am not ..sure. But X think that is what Congress 

Intended when -they in fact passed the Act.

The Ninth Circuit has avoided these two particular 

problems# the on© of undisclosed creditor policy for reliance 

and the on® for comparative credit shopping by having a rule 

1 thab consistently guarantees meaningful information to the 

consumer. And that is basically you always have to disclose 

the effect of the fineness charge, the affect of acceleration 

' ©a the finance charge rebate? whether or hot it is the same 

; for acceleration and/or prs-psyissnt, That is the on® way 

which the consumer will always b® able to get the information 

they need.

QUESTION; But then there is no rials ©£ law :I 

I’hav» ever heard-of .that doesn't have close cases and that 

sort of thing* -that breed litigatipn? tod I would suspect
S. • . •' ' • *• $ ■' " .

• : i . .

the Ninth Circuit's rule is fch® ss»«
\ •

Are you suggesting that we adopt the Ninth
S , • - *• \
Circuit’s rale or that we leave the circuits free to interpret 
N '; '■ ‘ 7“; \ •

: each circuit fro© to interpret for itself what Reference it
, ' . • - \
will give to legislation S? ' J

• i • • ••• • : - >: ■*. • . • )
MR. SLOTTEE: I think that is -the heart of 'the 

matter, Your Honor. I think we have the same interest in this 

css® as Ford Motor doss 6 and that is the Federal 'Reserve Board
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btm not made known th®Ir pasitimn on this nutter. And wa 

want to get-a uniform decision, sosss thing that everybody 

C&B r®ly Upon*

Me think that the decision should be that in 

accordance with the Federal Reserve BoardVs staff interpre

tation-the effect of a see lerati ©a ©a the fiaan.ee charge 

rebate is credit information that has to b© disclosed to th© 

cohsuBen assd
Second, the rational® ©r .the disclosure method

\

that should'be used is not that as the Federal -Reserve Board 
staff indicates# but .that which toe Minth Circuit indicates.

QUESTION; To uphold a part ©£ the staff interpre- 

tation but not all of it.

MS. SLOTTREs Exactly«■'-JSaisaefcly.---

QUESTIONi Well, how do you reach that result?

How does on® justify reaching that result?

MR» SWTTEE: The deference that is to be accorded 

to a Federal Reserve to an agency interpretation, or the 

opinions of an agency. It woaldi depend ©&;'-a;-n«©her‘©£ factors* 

to® evidence in consideration, the validity of its reasoning, 

its consistency with prior and future pronouncements.

QUESTION: Bid we put all those conditions on to® 

Mourning opinion?
MR. SLOTTES% It wasa;t in the Mourning opinion, 

it was in another case, to® Skidmore ease. The Mourning
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opinion had to do with the authority of the Federal Reserve 
Board to issue a regulation ©ad whether they had that 
authority fads®' the Act, And that is not the ease here*, we 
©are talking about s©a®thing different. We as1® not attacking 
the authority of the Federal Reserve Board to issue 226.8(b)(7! 
or 226.8(a),; We think that 8(b)(7) is perfectly proper,

• What wo arta questioning is the details of the 
applicationr of the.staff's interpretation of -that particular 
regulationo

I would just like t® Ssgp ©n® other thing in closing r 
.and that is it has been indicated that there feave been a lot 
©f Truth in Lending suits filed in th® United States -and that

t

the number is signifioantiy increasing. Apfd the implication # 
though it h®@net been B&id directly# is that a number*of these 
suits are frivolous. I hm® several comments to that.

First# there is nothing in th© record and th®r® is
*no citation in any cases -that I know of that says anything 

that these increased Truth in Lending suits are in fact 
frivolous, In fact, I think what they nay represent is the 
.increase in consumer credit in the Uhl ted States and th® 
lack of creditor compliance with th® tarsia of Truth in 
Landing* / ’

And I would also mention something that this Court 
stated just several months ag© in Ryder v, Sonotorae which 
authorised privat® class actions under the Antitrust Act,
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sam© concern was raised by Sonotoaa in that case and 
th© Court said basically that is not an unimportant 
consideration but District Courts should be aware and vigilant 
for frivolous suitsc but it is up to Congress 'to provide* 
adequate funds for judges to handle the Truth in Lending 
suits or to hand!® th© suits that may arise under the Anti
trust Acte

I 'think the heart of the situation is not th© 
deference to be accorded t© to© staff opinions but whether 
or not in the .application of those opinions th© eoBsuaer is 
going to receive th© SKsaningful information that they are 
entitled to under th© terms of ‘th® Act and under th© state
ments of this Court in Mourning*,

Thank you a

MR» CHXES* JRiflCE BUItQSRs ’ Bo you have anything v

furthert Mr* Burk©?
' REBUTTAL ARGUMENT OP, WILLIAM M, BURKEt ESQ. f 

OH BEHALF OP PETITIONERS
Mia BURKE s Mr0 Chief Justice f and may it pleas©

i • c;to® Courts
I won’t taka much more of’ .th® Court’s time to respond 

I would Ilk© t© address a couple ©f points that were raised 
by Mr* Slottee in his presentation»

First of all;. I do not want the Court left with to©
;

Impression that the Respondents wera mistreated in this case,
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The Joint Appendin mt pages 23 to 25 indicate th.& substantial 

efforts aaade by Ford to cause' the MilhoXlin^a t© bring their

con tract currents which failed® Hr*® Eaton advised Ford
i

.. ... * ..

that she could no longer continue tp sake payments ©n the 

contract^ so Ford accepted the’ vehicle in full discharge ©f 

the indebtedness ©rid did not seek a deficiency judgment®

In response to the questions by Mr® Justice 

Stevensf Mr® Slotted has said that the simple addition of 

two words would solve this probleis» The words were that 

you disclose that you will rebate upon pre-payment or 

acceleration® Had ws added those to© simple words that Mr®

S lotto© says would have solved all th© problems r we would 

be her® today with Mr, Slotto® arguing that you don*t 

rabat® upon acceleration® You have lais-advised the consumer® 

You say you will rebate upon pre-payment or acce leration t 

your own affidavits show that you don*1 rebate on acceleration. 

You rebate upon payment following acceleration® And we 

would.be litigating that question bar® today®

There has been no change in Ford Credit’s policy 

on rebate p as £t&..J©J^it Appssdi? shows at pages 22 and 68®

2 would like to conclude by emphasising the 

. terrible dilemma facing the credit industry today® The 

dilemma is th© central them© of the thres amicus curiae 

briefs filed by the Consumer Bankers Association? the 

California Bankers Association,- the National Consumar Finance
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Association* joined by General Motors Acceptance Corporation» 

^itad that ailosas® is the aoasmar credit- industry wants to 

comply with the frath in Lending Act and Regulation % and 

it is cons ci©ntieus ly attempting to d© so.

However* th® problem is the industry cm*t place 

any substantial degree of reliance upon the Board and staff 

interpretations if courts such as the court below refuse to 

pay deferens© to those interpretations» The industry can®t

afford t© change their contract forms each time a new case
{comas down with an additional disclosure that that, particular- 

judge thought should h® provided» And at the same time 
’they can® t afford not to change their forms because ©£ th© 

punitive liability aspects of the Act which could be ruinous 

to small creditor®.

As a resultr wh&t they arc doing is the logical 

thing;- They ar© over-disclosing in an attempt to anticipate 

and fend off legal challenges of th© type raised here»

The result is that the disclosure forms are long ~- 

I have seen forms that are two or three feet long — they 
are confusingf they are non--uni form f and that itself is a 

violation t or could be a violation ©f the Act and the 

regulation.

If© submit that there is a simple way out „ And 

that is if the official staff interpretation is followed and 
applied in this css®, if. will have two healthy effects.
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First, til© Board will fee, encouraged to continue to 
us® its interpretive powers to attempt to bring some semblance 
of uniformity and- simplicity into this ansa* This will 
benefit creditors * to be s'ar©? but it will also benefit 
consumersf because the foras can be shorter and'simpler and 
easier to understand, if creditors knew that they can placa 
reliances upon the Board's interpretia® guidelines»

The second beneficial effect of following the OSI
c

in this ease is it will permit the system to operate -the
'V •

way Congress and th® Board intended it to operate, and that 
i® when the Board ©r the staff publishes an OSI for comment 
in th® Federal Register, creditors* consumers, any interested 
person will make their views known to the Board at that 
time rather than to wait until subsequent litigation to attack 
th© Board's views* Th® Board and staff can then assess th® 
views and positions of all interested parties at that time, 
which will vastly improve its decision-making process*
In abort, it will no longer fee possible for an interest group 
or a person to sit bad;, allow an 031 -to be published for
comment, allow it t© become final, allow the industry to rely

\

upon -it, and then attack it in a trial court action, attempt" 
lag to convince & trial judge that th© Board could have done 
better» as was don©- in this s®sea

We submit therefore, for all of these reasons, that 
th® decision of th© court below should fee reversed*
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Thank yon vary ratseh*
MB* CHIEF JOSTZCB BURGBBs Thai* you* gentlemen* 
fte cae® Is submitted*
(thereupon«. at- 2.s45 o'elod; p^a*>„ th® cats® in 

th® @b©v®-©ntitlisd matter "©'as submitted^)
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